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Abstract
Startups, which are companies of a scalable business model, often operate
in an uncertain and volatile environment. Because of its business model, a
startup has the potential to grow exponentially rather than linearly. However, taking a wrong decision at a time could lead to the end of the firm.
In 2021, 9 out of 10 startups fail. In order to grow, startups often resort to
data analytics. In this research, we study whether more spending on data
analytics can foster startup growth and what type of data analytics capability should a firm purchase at each time. We use Markov decision processes
to model growth and spending and derive the optimal policy. We apply our
method to a dataset from Amazon Web Services, which contains billing information from 10s of thousands of startups. We find that increasing data
analytics capabilities can facilitate the growth of a startup. We also compare our optimal policy with the realized spendings of the best-, average-,
and worst-performing firms and find that the actions of the best-performing
firm highly correspond with the optimal policy, whereas both the actions
of the average-performing firm and those of the worse-performing firm are
far o↵ from the optimal policy. Based on our results, we provide practical
suggestions to firms on purchasing data analytics capability.
1. Introduction
The amount of startups is growing, both in terms of numbers [11] as well as
in venture dollar volume [9]. This growing industry has become increasingly
important. Startups can be characterized by a high volatility, rapid development pace with in most cases a focus on new technologies. In this highly
competitive industry it is evidenced that failure rates of startups can be as
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high as 90% [1]. For startups to compete they often leverage services of existing companies and build upon these. Examples of this are using accounting
software for their bookkeeping, a payment processor to handle payments or
renting office space. For startups involved in the technology space the use
of a cloud technologies is a common practise. The success of third parties
is aligned with the success of the startups themselves since growth of the
startups will lead to more consumption of the external o↵erings. For the
startups themselves it is difficult to approximate the ideal action to take, in
order to use these external o↵erings in the most e↵ective way. Third parties
possess a more holistic overview of the e↵ect of di↵erent actions that startups can take. Due to this information asymmetry finding the best action
for a startup to take in terms of using a partner o↵ering is hard. In this
research we will use information of a cloud platform provider to model the
ideal steps a startup can take. When we discuss startups it’s important to
follow a concise definition what we consider to be a startup for this research.
For this research we will define a startup as follows:
Startups are privately-held scalable companies, potentially backed by an
angel investor fund/venture capital/private equity, that are yet to merge, be
acquired by another company or have an initial public o↵ering.
For startups it’s difficult to be aware what the best action is to take at any
point in time. This overview is only available for companies that service
a multitude of startups. Due to this information asymmetry startups can
make suboptimal choices. In a rapidly changing environment past decisions
do not provide any certainty with regards to the current situation. When
modelling startup behaviour we will encounter unobservable situations. Not
every move made by a startup is observable, event such as personal situations
or political changes are not reflected in the dataset. This makes the problem
a stochastic one. Problems, such as this one, which can be considered both
stateless and stochastic follow a Markov property. This property indicates
a stochastic process where the conditional probability distribution of future
states is depended on the present state, not the previous states [15].
Cloud vendors have a unique position relative to their customers. They
are the only party that have an overview of what the e↵ects of di↵erent
actions of their customers are. This is especially true for startup customers,
because of the unique tech capability cloud provides to scale startups at
an unprecedented rate due to its managed services o↵ering. Having this
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knowledge about these companies might enable cloud vendors to help the
development of startups by stimulating their growth by analysing the cloud
consumption.
“Can increased data analytics consumption help startups grow and how?”
This question will be tested by comparing specific actions startups can take
and comparing such actions with the optimal actions a startup can take.
These optimal actions will be derived from a historical dataset. If increased
data analytics consumption has a positive e↵ect on the growth of startups.
Then we will focus on how this information can be used to support the
growth of a startup. In order to do so, access to a wide variety of startup
consumption data is needed. By doing this research in cooperation with a
cloud vendor an anonymized version of such a dataset is available. Having
access to such a dataset allows this research to answer the question stated
above. The available data consist of the billed consumption by category.
Researches do not have access to the personal information about customers,
itemised billing data, configuration or customer data. In this research we
use a Markov Decision Process (MDP) model. In the model startups are
represented as di↵erent states. Every state a startup can be in is associated
with a reward and a set of actions startups can do from that state. Doing
so frames the problem as a reinforcement learning problem where historical
data can be leveraged to calculate the optimal actions for startups depending
on the state they are in.
The structure of this work will be the following. First, we elaborate on the
literature underlying the MDP model used in this work in Section 2. After
that the used data, as well as the implementation of the MDP model, is
described in Section 3. The results of this method are presented in Section
4. After that we provide actionable advise in Section 5. In Section 6 the
results are discussed, ideas to expend upon this work are presented and we
conclude this work.
2. Literature review
Startup growth is a well researched topic across multiple academic disciplines.
The field of operational research and information systems aim to improve the
understanding of growth in startups. Both have a di↵erent perspective on
how to improve the growth of startups. Before we dive into this literature
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we need to be able to measure growth itself. In a study of Rompho [18] 110
startups have been surveyed in order to investigate the performance measurements used within startups. These performance measurements are often
an internal indication of the growth of a startup. This study identifies that
one of the challenges of startups is efficient allocation of resources, which
could influence the growth pace of the startup itself. According to Coad [7]
the growth of a firm relates to the decision making process. For the decision
making process a lot remains to be researched, a study from Shepherd et al.
[22] outlines this by setting a research agenda. In recent time the growth of
startups is accelerated due to the COVID-19 pandemic (Kuckertz et al. [14]).
In the field of operational research startup growth is studied extensively. For
example, in a study conducted by Wennberg et al. [24] startup growth is
studied by focussing on the decisions a startup takes compared to the risk it
involves. By adding the component of risk a more nuanced view is o↵ered.
This study emphasises the importance of age and size of the startup when
looking at the survival rate. A di↵erent approach with a focus on growth
paths and survival chances is taken in a study by Coad et al. [8]. In this
study a Gambler’s Ruin model is used to predict the chances of survival in
the next period. The actions of startups are approximated by a random
walk. The actions a startup can take as described in the last two studies
are dependent on sufficient monetary backing. In the first study hiring new
employees, and thus increasing the startup size, is dependent on sufficient
funding. The second study takes actions in a random fashion. In a study
from Shakya and Plemmons [21] the impact of economic freedom for startups is studied. Having an ample amount of funds is vital to the survival.
Most of the time startups do not have such funds to begin with and need to
source those. Sourcing funds can be done in a number of ways, each with
its own implication on the growth of the startup. In the work of Schwienbacher [20] di↵erent financial strategies are compared for capital-constrained
entrepreneurs. Making capital decisions and allocating resources e↵ectively
is key to the growth of startups.
In the field of information systems di↵erent approaches are considered to
support the decision making process. A survey that summarizes the process
of decision making given a high degree of uncertainty is written by Keith
and Ahner [13]. Having a lot of uncertainty is common for startups. In this
survey the Markov decision process is presented as an suitable model to use
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when dealing with uncertainty. This model has been used for multiple startup
goals, one example of this is given by Archibald et al. [3], in their paper they
propose to use a Markov decision process model to support the management
of inventory and production capacity. Leveraging analytical capabilities to
improve the growth of startups is becoming increasingly more common. In
a study from Behl et al. [5] the e↵ect of big data analytics for startups is
presented on a case-based approach. This study finds that the use of this
analysis has a significant contribution on the growth of a startup. In a paper
from Dellermann et al. [10] artificial intelligence techniques are used to identify which startups will become successful, indicated by the label “unicorn”.
Note that this label is used for the last phase of a successful startup, little
research is conducted on the intermediate steps. Trying to identify successful
startups early on is often done. By doing so some best practices could be
abstracted. The study from Dellermann et al. creates a model based on the
current state of the startup and is used as a support tool for investors. Once
an investor is interested in a startup an agreement is formed. In a study
from Archibald and Possani [2] the contract between investors and startups
are modelled using a Markov decision process approach. The end goal of this
paper is to find the most desirable outcome of the negotiation.
In the existing literature a considerable amount of work is done related to
startup growth. Both in operational management research and information
systems research. Most operational approaches are focussed on growth by describing the actions a startup can take and aiming to find an optimal action.
The information management side shows us that data analytics has potential
of improving insights. A number of proven techniques, such as the Markov
decision process, have been used successfully in di↵erent applications. When
looking at the actions startups can take, one of the subjects that have yet
to be addressed is how the more information systems focussed analytical
models influence the growth of startups. Our research will bridge this gap
by combining both research streams to discover if increased data analytics
consumption helps startups grow and if so, providing an explanation how.
3. Methodology and Data
In this section we’ll first elaborate on the MDP model by setting the variables
and afterwards proposing a way of solving it. This will result in the optimal
policy to use. After exploring the model we describe the dataset used for
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this research.
The research question is a typical reinforcement learning (RL) problem. A
decision maker interacts with its surrounding environment, which in return
provides rewards and a new state based on the actions of the decision maker.
Before formulating the problem mathematically by using a Markov decision
process a theoretical understanding of RL is required. When discussing RL
the definition of Sutton and Barto will be used, this is the following Sutton
and Barto [23]:
“Reinforcement learning problems involve learning what to do - how to map
situations to actions - so as to maximize a numerical reward signal”
Within this definition a number of key aspects are present. The first one
being the situation of the problem. Often these situations are referred to as
di↵erent states (S) of the model, here a state denotes the current situation.
Let’s imagine that we have a light switch. When modelling how this switch
works we can identify two di↵erent states, the first state being ‘on’ and the
later being ‘o↵’. To change between states an action (A) is required. In the
example of the light switch we could define actions as (1) ‘press the button at
the bottom’ and (2) ‘press the button at the top’. The first action will turn
on the light if it was o↵ before and vice versa for the second action. Note
that an action does not always change the state, i.e. if the light is already
on and the first action is executed the light will stay on, and thus will not
change states.
The next aspect of RL is the numerical reward, this reward is associated
with an action that facilitates a transition between two states. The formal
notation of this is Ra (s, s0 ). This denotes the reward followed by action a
after going from state s to state s0 . If a state has a high reward value that
state is a favourable state to be in. As stated in the definition above the
reward value is to be maximized. Knowing which action to take from every
state is called a policy (⇡). Creating a good policy will result in high reward
values and is therefore often the end goal of most RL problems.
When trying to solve a RL problem one can di↵erentiate between two types
of problems. Some problems are fully observable, here all states and possible actions are known. Other problems are partially observable. In this
case a subset of states and actions are known. Another characteristic of RL
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problems is whether the problem is deterministic or stochastic [19] . In deterministic problems any given action from a state will always result in the
same outcome. A good example of this would be the light switch described
above. For stochastic problems actions can result in di↵erent outcomes. You
can think of this as a coin flip that could end up at the state ‘heads’ or ‘tails’.
When a problem has a stochastic element the concept of probability is introduced. The formal notation of probability is P r(s0 |s, a). This denotes the
chance that action a will result in a transition from state s to state s0 . A
mathematical framework which is often used for decision making when the
problem contains a stochastic element is the Markov Decision Process (MDP)
[6] [16]. This model is formally depicted as (S, A, P r, Ra ). The goal of an
MDP is to find the optimal policy. This policy will state the best action to
take from every state, which makes it an ideal tool for decision making. One
method to solve the MDP is called “value iteration” [6]. This is a recursive
method that is guaranteed to converge to the optimal policy [17].
In this work we classify startups in four categories based on their consumption of cloud resources. By doing so we get an approximation of how well a
startup is doing. The idea behind this is that the startups that have more
funds to spend have more funds disposable and are thus doing better. This
only holds under the assumption that money is spend in an e↵ective way.
When classifying startups we look at the consumption per month. This allows
for startups to be classified di↵erently on a monthly bases. The categories
are the following:
• Zero : Startup does not spend any funds above the allocated free tier.
• Low : Spends is between 0 and 1.000 in the current month.
• Mid : Spends is between 1.000 and 10.000 in the current month.
• High : Spends is more than 10.000 in the current month.
Every startup has a consumption pattern for their cloud services, this pattern
consists of the distribution of services used. Within the dataset used for this
research we’ve identified 206 distinct services. The distribution of service
consumption follows a power law, meaning that a small quantity of services
make up for the most usage measured in dollars. Due to this property the
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consumption behaviour of startups can be captured by categorizing it as one
of the following categories:
• Compute : Services related to computing.
• Database : Services that facilitate a database.
• Datatransfer Services : services that move data around.
• Networking : Services that facilitate networking infrastructure.
• Content Delivery : Services that serve as a content delivery network.
• Other : All services not listed above.
The problem we’re solving in this work is one that follows the Markov property. This problem can be described as a stochastic problem. In this case
we define the problem as one of full observability. For the Markov Decision
Process (MDP) we have a collection of states (S), actions (A), probabilities
(Pa ) and rewards (Ra ). In this section each part is described in detail. In 3.1
the state will be formally defined. After that in 3.2 possible actions for the
startups will be explained. The probabilities for these actions are discussed
in 3.3 and corresponding rewards can be found in 3.4. Finally a method to
calculate the optimal policy is given in 3.5.
3.1. State Definition
The definition of state defines in what situations a startup can be in. For
this state definition the consumption amount of a startup is used. This is
indicated by the spend per month variable in our dataset. When picking
a state it is crucial that states are mutual exclusive, this is the case when
looking at di↵erent consumption amounts. In the data we have identified
four di↵erent states. These stages, as well as the notation we’ll use for them,
can be found in Equation 1.
8
s1 consumption = 0
>
>
>
<s2 0 < consumption  1.000
Sconsumption =
(1)
>
s3
1.000
<
consumption
<
10.000
>
>
:
s4 consumption 10.000
Besides the consumption the state is dependent on time t as well. For this
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research we have data from 12 months, each iteration is equal to 1 month.
This results in a state vector t with length 12, or formally St = {0, 1, ..., 11}.
The formal definition of the states we defined denote that our set of states
(S) can be described as S = {St , Sconsumption }. Each combination of St and
Sconsumption is a valid state a startups can be in. This gives a total of 48
states. Besides these states we also need to define how a startup can be
removed from the model. In our case we define two conditions. The first one
is that a startup can be merged, be acquired or become publicly listed. If
this is the case we do not consider this company to be a startup anymore.
When this occurs we’ll can this a graduate. The second way of leaving the
model is when a startup does not have sufficient funds to continue operating.
This is the case of bankruptcy. When a startup goes bankrupt the company
will be dissolved and thus will not be a company anymore.
3.2. Action Definition
Startups allocate funds in di↵erent ways, the way a startups chooses to do so
influences the growth of a startup. In most cases startups use a multitude of
services, however, which service is used most is singular. Selecting this most
common service is an action startups could take to influence the growth. We
take the most used service that a startup opts to use as an action, here we
have a set of actions (A) which is selected for every month. The di↵erent
actions are defined in Table 1. This set of actions is formally defined as
A = {a1, a2, a3, a4, a5, a6}. The most common action is based on the total
spend of the services in dollars. In the unlikely event that multiple services
have identical spend a service is selected randomly from the tied services.
Most used service
Compute
Database
Datatransfer Services
Networking
Content Delivery
Other

Notation
a1
a2
a3
a4
a5
a6

Table 1: Possible actions startups can take based on service usage
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3.3. Probability Definition
For the probability we want to know the chance that we move from state s to
state s0 as a result of action a. This can also be described as P r(s0 |s, a). Since
we have a fully observable environment we can calculate the probabilities
between states. To calculate the probability that a startup will go from state
s to state s0 we do the following. We take all startups by startup id that
occur in a given state at time t and time t + 1. These startups can do one
of six actions a. For every action we look at the amount of startups that, as
a result of action a, transfer from state s to state s0 . This number is divided
by the initial number of startups. For example, let’s imagine that we want
to calculate the probability that a startup transitions from state s3 to state
s4 as a result of action a1. In this example we have a total of 100 startups
that are both in t and t + 1. After doing action a1 we observe 30 startups in
state s4. This would mean that the P r(s4|s3, a1) = 30%.
For our two termination possibilities we cannot calculate this based on data
since this would require external data. Linking this data based on only
an identifier, without any name, is not possible. To get an approximation
of these probabilities we have consulted domain experts, the assumptions
derived from this can be found in Table 2. Another way of getting an estimate
State
s1
s2
s3
s4

Graduation probability

Bankruptcy probability

0.0001
0.0002
0.0004
0.0008

0.70
0.52
0.34
0.16

Table 2: Probability of graduating or going bankrupt from every state based on domain
knowledge.

would be consulting literary sources such as [12], however, by doing so we
would neglect that our dataset consists of a subset of technology focused
startups that leverage a specific cloud provider. An example of a transition
between states is shown in Figure 1. Here the start state is s1. By taking
action a the startup could end up at one of 6 di↵erent outcomes in the next
iteration. Each outcome has a probability (P r) associated with it.
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Figure 1: Markov chain that models the transition between state s1 to states s1, s2, s3, s4
by taking an action a

3.4. Reward Definition
The reward value of a state should reflect the value of a startup at the current
point in time. Since no external information about the startups is available
we will approximate this value by taking the spending per month as a proxy
of the value of the startup in that month. Cloud platforms are scalable, due
to this property we assume that if the consumption of a startup is higher
the startup itself is doing better as well. Some outliers will occur where this
does not hold, but since we are averaging over a large number of startups
this proxy will still be valuable. The resulting values have a wide range
of rewards, this is unfavourable when creating an RL model. To solve this
problem the outcomes will be scaled as described in Equation 2. After we
have scaled our rewards we normalize them in order to start at 1.0. This is
done by taking the minimal scaled value and adding 1 to the absolute value
of the minimal scaled reward.
z=

(x

12

µ)

(2)

Here, z is the scaled output for the unscaled rewards x. The µ symbol is
the mean value of the spending per month. One standard deviation of this
distribution of spending is given by . This scaled value is calculated per
state, this gives rewards R. For example, let’s assume that we have the
unscaled rewards (x) 1, 2, 3, 100. In this case we have a mean (µ) of 26.5 and
a standard deviation ( ) of 16.96. The first unscaled value can be calculated
16.96)
by (1 26.5
= 0.601. The same can be done for the other rewards to get
the scaled rewards (z) 0.601, 0.577, 0.554, 1.732. These rewards will be
normalized by adding the absolute value of the lowest scaled reward + 1.
The lowest scaled value is 0.601, which means that to every value we will
add | 0.601| + 1 = 1.601. This gives us the normalized scaled rewards
1, 1.024, 1.047, 3.333.
3.5. Policy
The policy (⇡) will dictate which action should be taken from any state. In
order to find the optimal policy we need a method that could be used to
compare di↵erent policies. To do so we use an utility function (U ). The
utility function aims to calculate the expected net present value (NPV) of
the firm at time period t given the series of actions from period t until the
end of the planning horizon. The goal of this function is to optimize this
expected net present value by choosing the optimal sequence of actions. A
simple way of evaluating the e↵ectiveness of a policy is to take the sum of
accumulated rewards R starting from state s when taking optimal actions
for a timespan of T steps. This would result in the utility function found in
Equation 3.
T
X
U ([s0 , s1 , · · · sT ]) =
R(st )
(3)
t=0

This would work if we had a limited horizon set for T , however, in our case
we assume that T is indefinite since we’re interested in the best long term
results. When doing so we have an infinite amount of steps. As a result
of this U will always be infinite. This will make it impossible to compare
di↵erent policies. To solve this problem we need to alter our definition such
that the utility function U is the discounted sum of rewards accumulated
when starting from state s. This can be done by introducing a discount
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factor . Our new utility function is given in Equation 4.
U ([s0 , s1 , · · · sT ]) =
⇤

T
X

t

R(st )

(4)

t=0

Here 2 0, 1 . The value for cannot be 0 since every power of 0 is equal
to 0 which would result in a utility that is 0 as well. Doing so would result in
the same situation where every output of the utility function is the same and
no comparisons can be made. When the same behaviour as Equation 3 is
desired can be set to 1 since 1 to the power of any n is still 1, rendering the
additional parameter useless. For any value in between it holds that higher
values for favour more long term e↵ects compared to lower values for .
Under the assumption that T is infinite we can rewrite the utility function
as the utility of the policy ⇡ for state s as stated in Equation 5.
" 1
#
X
t
U ⇡ (s) = EP r([s0 ,si ,··· ]|s0 =s,⇡)
R(st )
(5)
t=0

We’re seeking the optimal policy from starting state s, denoted with ⇡ ⇤ (s).
In this policy the utility function should be maximized. For this policy we
want to select the action that yields the highest utility. This is described in
Equation 6.
X
⇡ ⇤ (s) = arg max
P (s0 |s, a) · U (s0 )
(6)
a2A(s)

s0

Solving for the optimal utility function can be done by solving the Bellman
equation [6]. This equation is shown in Equation 7. This formula consist
of two major parts. The first part is R(s) which states the reward for state
s. Being in a state contributes to the reward of that state and thus to the
utility. The intuition of the second part is that future utilities contribute
to the current utility as well. For every action that one could take the
probability of that action resulting in state s0 is multiplied by the utility
of state s0 . This part is discounted by the discount factor . The values
for R(s), , A and P (s0 |s, a) are given in our MDP model. To solve this
equation the value for U (s0 ) is required as well. This value can be calculated
recursively by employing the value iteration method, the formula for this is
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given in Equation 8.
U (s) = R(s) + max

a2A(s)

Ui+1 (s)

X

R(s) + max

s0

a2A(s)

P (s0 |s, a) · U (s0 )

X
s0

P (s0 |s, a) · U (s0 )

(7)
(8)

This method has a close resemblance with the Bellman equation itself. The
utility of the next state is recursively set. This will continue until the stopping
condition is met, this is when the maximum change in the utility of any
state in an iteration is smaller than ✏. Another way of representing this is by
displaying the pseudocode of this algorithm. One can find the code for this
in Algorithm 1. Inputs for this algorithm are the MDP model as a collection
of states (S), actions (A), probabilities (P r) and rewards (Ra ), the discount
factor and the maximum change in the utility of any state in an iteration
✏.
Algorithm 1 VALUE-ITERATION(MDP, , ✏)
1: repeat
2:
U
U0
3:
0
4:
for each state s in S do P
5:
U 0 [s]
R(s) + · max
P (s0 |s, a) · U [s0 ]
a2A(s)

if |U 0 [s]
7: until < ✏ · (1
8: return U
6:

U [s]| >
)/

|U 0 [s]

then

U [s]|

In this research we used the MDP model as described throughout this section.
As a start state we opted to use the a startup with no spending s1 since most
startups start this way. The value for gamma ( ) used is 0.9, this value will
favour long term e↵ects. The maximum allowed change, or epsilon (✏), is set
to 1 trillionth or 1 ⇤ 10 12 . By taking a small value for ✏ we will not stop
prematurely.
The work in this research is build upon a dataset consisting of startup cloud
consumption provided by the cloud platform provider Amazon Web Services
(AWS). The dataset contains transaction specific data as well as aggregated
15

spend per service category and total spend per startup. The transactional
data consists of an anonymized unique identifier for every startup, the time
and date of the transaction as well as the monetary amount involved in
that transaction. For the Aggregate data the total spend is calculated both
per month and per year. Table 3 provides a description of the dataset.
Researches do not have access to the personal information about customers,
itemised billing data, configuration or customer data.
Type

Attribute name

Transactional

startup id
Unique identifier of a startup
timestamp
Timestamp of the transaction
consumption amount
Amount involved in the transaction (USD)
service group
The category of the service
spend per month
Total spend of a startup per month
spend per year
Total spend of a startup in a year
most used service per month Most used service per month in USD

Aggregate

Description

Table 3: Attributes in startup consumption dataset

The dataset contains 10s of thousand startups located in Europe, the Middle

Figure 2: Percentage of startups category per month. Based on a random sample of 1000
startups

East and Africa (EMEA). The amount of transactions involved is well into
the millions. This occurs over a timespan of 12 months, starting on June 1st
16

2020. The distribution of the startup categories is not uniformly distributed
in the dataset. This distribution changes throughout time. This is displayed

Figure 3: Percentage of spend per month relative to the type of a startup. Based on a
random sample of 1000 startups

in Figure 2, here one can see that throughout the year every category is
represented. Although the distribution chances for every point in time the
smallest proportion is larger than 15% and the largest portion is smaller than
40%. Note that this figure is based on a random sample of 1000 startups
to mask the exact distribution. Di↵erent types of startups have distinct
consumption behaviour. This is illustrated in Figure 3. When looking at
this behaviour we observe that in early phases, or low spending per month,
the most common services are distributed quite evenly. Later on, towards
the right side of the figure, networking becomes the most common service
based on consumption in dollars, followed by compute. This figure is based
on a random sample of 1000 startups as well.
4. Results
By applying the Markov Decision Process model as described in section 3
we will calculate the value of di↵erent actions and policies that startups can
take. In the model we use an utility function to approximate the net present
value of a startup at time t, under the assumption that the goal is to optimize
the expected net present value. In this section both the Net Present Value of
actions and policies are elaborated upon. Di↵erent actions yield a di↵erent
net present value, this value is di↵erent for the state a startup is in, this is
17

displayed in Figure 4. In this figure the y-axes show the net present value and
the x-axes display the time t. Over time the value of the 6 actions a startup
can take are displayed. Within this figure four di↵erent sub-figures show the
states of a startup. From Figure 4 some observations can be made. The first

(a) s1

(b) s2

(c) s3

(d) s4

Figure 4: Net Present Value of all actions A from di↵erent states S

one being that the value for s1 < s2 < s3 < s4 (depicted in 4a, 4b, 4c, 4d
respectively). This is to be expected since both the reward of a state and the
state itself are related to the consumption of a startup. A second observation
we made is that if the amounts are higher the value of di↵erent actions are
further apart. A possible explanation of this could be that a higher spending,
being in s4, is often a result of larger amounts of transactions in multiple
di↵erent categories. We also observe that no dominant actions occur, meaning that no action is better in all situations. Lastly, the NPV decreases over
time. This is to be expected when looking at the definition of NPV since
all expected future gains are present at the current time. Using the values
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from Figure 4 we can calculate the NPV of di↵erent policies observed in the
dataset. We have compared the observed policies with the optimal policy. To
calculate the optimal policy, as described in Equation 6, we need to take the
action with the highest utility at every step in t. The result of following this
optimal policy as well as the observed policies from the dataset are displayed
in Figure 5.

Figure 5: Net Present Value of di↵erent policies ⇡

In Figure 5 the calculated optimal policy is shown along three observed policies. The observed policies are the following:
• successful company policy: the policy followed by a successful company from the dataset.
• average company policy: the policy resulting from the mode of
actions taken at every iteration in the dataset.
• unsuccessful company policy: the policy followed by a unsuccessful
company from the dataset.
Based on the actions taken by the firms the NPV is calculated. Following
the unsuccessful company policy results in a significantly lower result than
the optimum. Note that unsuccessful startups still outperformed startups
that went bankrupt during the 12 months recorded in the dataset. The average company policy is better than the unsuccessful company policy, however,
it does not show exceptional performance. When looking at the successful
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company policy we see that that this policy outperforms all other observed
policies. It is notable that this policy, while being better than the unsuccessful and average policies, is still not the optimal policy. This means that
even the best startups could have been able to achieve a higher value. This
indicates that increased data analytics can help startups but does not reveal
how to do so. To get a better understanding of this we’ll look at Figure 6.

(a) starting from s1

(b) starting from s2

(c) starting from s3

(d) starting from s4

Figure 6: Actions and resulting states for successful, unsuccessful and optimal policies

In Figure 6 one can see actions taken by successful and unsuccessful startups alongside the optimal action that a startup could have taken. This is
combined with the state resulting from that action. The state, action combination is shown for every iteration. Here, four di↵erent starting points are
displayed. In Figure 6a the starting point s1 is displayed, Figure 6b corresponds with starting point s2, Figure 6c with s3 and Figure 6d with s4. For
starting points state s1 and state s2 the optimal actions are stable. When
looking at starting points for state s3 and state s4 actions are more volatile.
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The volatility could be due to a higher degree of competition.
5. Managerial Insights
In this section we leverage the holistic view that cloud vendors possess to
provide insights for individual startups. The decisions startups take are vital
to their survival. Since startups often have limited resources to fallback on a
single mistake could result in insolvency. The best action a startup can take
is dependent on the maturity of the startup. In order to make data driven
descensions firms should start collecting consumption information early on,
and combine it with the output the service provides. Beside collecting this
information, follow best practices and benchmark against competition where
possible. By doing so, when a startup is more mature it could use this
information to make informed decisions that are tailor made for the specific
company. In later stages the best practices do no longer universally hold,
depending on the provided data is key in the continued growth.
6. Conclusion
States of startups are dependent on the assumption that a higher spending
correspond with a higher success rate of a startup. This assumption is expected to hold in general but some exceptions could occur. Once a startup
starts with cost optimizations the cost of the startup cloud consumption will
be lowered, measured in dollars. In such a case the lower costs is due to
a higher efficiency rather than a regression. The data used in this research
is subject to selection bias. Only startups that use AWS are part of the
research. This excluded startups that have no use for cloud computing infrastructure or opted to use the services of a di↵erent vendor. Because we’re
only working with a subset of all startups the results are not guaranteed to
generalize. We expect that our findings will generalize based on the large
market share of AWS, and by extend the data used. The startups in the
dataset consist of startups from the EMEA region. A startup is treated as
an equal datapoint, meaning that no di↵erentiation is made between geographical and cultural di↵erences. If these di↵erences have an e↵ect on the
growth of the startups is not expended upon. Actions that occur outside of
the model are modelled as a stochastic property of the model, this could be
an oversimplification of the complex reality which is not observable. Another
factor which is hard to observe the long term e↵ects of startups, since only 1
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year worth of data is used. When using a cloud based infrastructure approach
it is not uncommon to leverage multiple vendors, this is often referred to as
a “multi-cloud approach”. Within this research it is unclear which startups
make use of a multi-cloud approach. It could occur that a startup is successful by e↵ectively combining di↵erent services from multiple vendors. We will
rate these startups only on the consumption at AWS, this could skew the
results. These factors could introduce a number of biases and is something
that could be improved upon in the future.
What is a favourable actions for a startup could not for an enterprise sized
company. Another interesting aspect to explore further is the level of observability. In the research we assume that the environment is fully observable,
meaning that we have a complete overview of the di↵erent possibilities. Having such an overview is not be achievable for every startup. A version of the
MDP model with can be used to calculate the optimal policy under partially
observable conditions can be used. This version is called the partially observable Markov decision process (POMDP) [4]. By comparing MDP models
and POMDP models the e↵ect of observability can be measured. In order to
discover if increased data analytics consumption helps to grow startups we’ve
used a dataset from a cloud services provider containing a year of startup
consumption. Each startup in the dataset is grouped according to their cloud
consumption per month. Startups with a higher consumption are assumed
to be more successful than lower consumption startups. This assumption is
based on efficient spending of startups, here a higher spending suggest that
the startup has (1) more funds to operate with and (2) more end users to
serve. To learn how startups spend their funds we look at the most used
services of the startup, measured in dollars. We calculate the influence of
using di↵erent services at di↵erent points in time and startup maturity by
using a Markov decision process model. Doing so results in an expected net
present value of selecting a most common service, this selection is referred
to as an action. Once we have values associated with every action we could
take at any point in time for any state a startup could be in a policy can
be constructed to guide a startup. To discover if this information increases
the growth of a startup we compare it with the policies startups have followed in the past, based on the actions taken in the dataset. Following the
calculated optimal policy outperforms every startup present in the dataset.
This suggests that increased data analytics consumption does help startups
grow. To answer how startups can grow by increased analytics capabilities
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we need to consider the state startups are in. Based on the available dataset,
early state startups benefit most from compute and database services. When
a startup has matured more no correlation between the actions selected for
this research and the growth of the startups have been found based on the
dataset. This higher volatility is suspected to be the result of more competition combined with more ambition firms.
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